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Nicefeel Deskopt water flosser + sonic toothbrush set FC163

Nicefeel FC163 desktop water flosser + sonic toothbrush set
Admire a beautiful smile. The Nicefeel FC163 stationary water flosser allows you to conveniently adjust the pressure, so you can adapt it
to your needs. It is also equipped with a large 600ml water tank. The device is very easy to use and works extremely quietly - its noise
level does not exceed 75dB. The kit also includes several interchangeable water flosser tips and a sonic toothbrush.
 
Thorough cleaning
With a water flosser, you can thoroughly clean even areas of the mouth that ordinary toothbrushes cannot reach, including the spaces
between teeth. You can easily remove food debris, tartar and other impurities. The device provides a water flow rate of approximately
290ml/min and a pressure of up to 125psi.
 
Adjustable pressure
Adjust the irrigator to your needs and expectations. The FC163 offers 10 levels of pressure adjustment. At the lowest level, it does not
exceed 30psi. Medium levels provide from 40psi to 70psi. The highest levels offer 78-125psi. Convenient pressure adjustment is made
possible by a built-in dial.
 
User-friendly
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Operating the irrigator is extremely simple and convenient. The device is equipped with an electronic switch and a large water tank. It
has a capacity of as much as 600ml, which allows for approximately 2 minutes of continuous use. The irrigator is also distinguished by its
modern, minimalist design - it will fit perfectly into the design of almost any bathroom. It also works surprisingly quietly - don't be afraid
of annoying noise!
 
Several interchangeable tips
The set also includes several interchangeable tips. The standard tips are great for everyday use, the orthodontic tip will come in handy
for  braces  users  and  the  periodontal  tip  will  be  suitable  for  those  struggling  with  gum disease.  There  is  also  a  tongue  cleaner  and  a
plaque remover tip.
 
Sonic toothbrush included
You will also find a sonic toothbrush in the pack to help you take even better care of your oral hygiene. It will help you brush your teeth
much more thoroughly than a normal toothbrush! The device also offers a choice of different modes. This means that it can easily satisfy
even the most diverse user needs.
 
In the box
Desktop water flosser
Standard nozzle x3
Plaque removal nozzle
Orthodontic nozzle
Periodontal nozzle
Tongue cleaner tip
Sonic toothbrush
Brand
Nicefeel
Model
FC163
Colour
White
Water tank capacity
600ml
Input voltage
100-240V AC 50/60Hz
Power
18W
Speed
1250-1700rpm
Pressure control
10-stage
Pressure
Low: ≤ 30psi; 
Medium: 40-70psi; 
High: 78-125psi;
Water flow
≥ 290ml/min
Sound level
Up to 75dB
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Preço:

Antes: € 76.0017

Agora: € 73.50

Saúde e beleza, Water Flosser
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